Membrane fusion events that occur in yeast have been reconstituted with a minimal set of SNARE protein components. This system has been exploited to establish the syntax underlying specificity of intracellular fusion events from yeast to mammals.
Within every cell, every minute, hundreds of membrane fusion and fission events take place. The net result of all this activity is the set of intracellular organelles that we all know and love -the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), Golgi apparatus, endosomes and so on. The fact that these organelles retain their identities, in the face of so much membrane mixing, implies that there must be a means by which fusion partners are restricted. Sollner et al. [1] have formulated the 'SNARE hypothesis' to explain this most fundamental property of cellular organisation. This hypothesis proposes that the core of the fusion machinery is composed of SNARE proteins, which are localised to specific subcellular compartments, and that only cognate SNAREs on partner membranes can form a complex that promotes fusion. Recent results [2] [3] [4] confirm that SNARE interactions can indeed provide for selectivity of fusion partners, and establish a set of rules for how the SNARE complex must be constructed from component SNARE proteins.
The first SNARE complex to be characterised is the one that specifies the fusion of synaptic vesicles with the plasma membrane. This interaction, which is believed to be characteristic of all SNARE complexes, involves the formation of a parallel four helix bundle, termed a 'SNAREpin', in which one helix is contributed by the vesicle-associated SNARE (v-SNARE) synaptobrevin, whilst the other three are contributed by SNAREs on the target membrane (t-SNAREs). In this case, two of the t-SNARE helices are provided by SNAP-25 and one by syntaxin 1 [5, 6] . Sequence analysis has shown that all SNAREs probably derive from a single ancestral gene that has been duplicated in the case of SNAP-25 [7] .
Weber et al. [8] have previously developed an assay which reconstitutes intracellular fusion between liposomes using a minimal set of components, namely the synaptic SNAREs described above [8] . They mimic the physiological situation by preparing a set of liposomes bearing the integral membrane protein synaptobrevin, and a second set bearing the integral membrane protein syntaxin 1 complexed with SNAP-25. The first set of liposomes are labelled with fluorescent lipids which are subject to a concentrationdependent quenching of their emission. Upon fusion with unlabelled liposomes, the lipid analogues are diluted, resulting in an increase in fluorescence that can be monitored as a function of time.
The very simplicity of this liposome system provoked a certain amount of scepticism at the time. Many artificial treatments can lead to lipid transfer between liposomes or even liposome fusion (there are several salutatory accounts in the literature). In a series of follow up papers, most of these concerns have been addressed. Contents mixing as well as lipid mixing has been shown to occur, and physiological lipid mixtures work well with this system [9] . A further crucial control has been provided, by substituting the transmembrane domains of syntaxin and synaptobrevin with lipid anchors. In this configuration the docking interaction of vesicles can proceed but fusion is not observed, presumably because the formation of the helical bundle, which requires bending of the constituent proteins towards the membrane, is not effectively coupled to perturbation of the lipid bilayer [10] . This demonstrates that the fusion signal is not simply an artefact of holding vesicles in close apposition to each other, and strengthens the interpretation that the SNARE proteins are actively involved in promoting fusion. A corollary of this experiment is that it rules out those SNAREs that do not have transmembrane domains functioning alone as v-SNAREs in the manner of synaptobrevin.
Following completion of the yeast genome sequence, the entire complement of SNAREs for that organism could be identified. There are seven syntaxins in a yeast cell, but only two SNAP-25-related proteins, Sec9 and Spo20, both of which function at the plasma membrane. What then replaces SNAP-25 in intracellular fusion reactions? Fukuda et al. [4] have analysed the SNAREs involved in regulating the homotypic fusion between yeast vacuoles, using assays of SNARE complex formation and the liposome fusion assay. They have built upon existing knowledge of the candidate SNAREs to show that two proteins, previously designated as v-SNAREs, Vt1 and Vam7, combine to substitute for SNAP-25, contributing a helix each to pair up with a syntaxin-related protein, Vam3, and build a t-SNARE complex. The results support a general model originally proposed by Weimbs et al. [7] in which a t-SNARE complex is built from three helix donors, a heavy chain syntaxin and two light chains consisting of other SNARE proteins (Figure 1 ).
It is important to note that non-syntaxin SNAREs cannot be simply equated with v-SNAREs. The t-SNARE complex can specifically interact with a v-SNARE protein, in this case Nyv1, on a partner vesicle leading to membrane fusion. This combinatorial approach to building a t-SNARE thus allows many more ways of specifying a target membrane than there are syntaxin molecules. A light chain t-SNARE will also be free to pair with numerous syntaxins without sacrificing specificity. This accounts for previously puzzling observations of SNARE promiscuity. For example, the yeast SNARE Vt1 has been found in complexes with every syntaxin family member in intracellular compartments [11] .
In a monumental set of experiments, McNew et al. [2] have taken advantage of the functional identification of yeast SNARE complexes associated with three specific transport steps, namely, fusion of ER-derived transport vesicles with the Golgi, homotypic vacuole fusion and fusion of secretory vesicles with the plasma membrane. They tested the fusion activity of liposomes bearing t-SNAREs associated with each of these three steps with liposomes bearing one of the corresponding v-SNAREs [2] . This allows for nine possible combinations, of which only four were found to display fusion activity. The in vitro system recapitulates the cellular specificity to a remarkable degree; all three combinations that would be predicted to fuse do so, as does one previously uncharacterised combination that pairs the vacuolar v-SNARE with the plasma membrane t-SNARE. Even this latter combination is likely to reflect a physiological fusion event.
McNew et al. [2] also generated a panel of liposomes each bearing one of the eleven actual or potential v-SNAREs that can be identified from the yeast genome. These were then tested for fusion activity in combination with the three functionally defined t-SNAREs, giving 33 combinations in total. Only one further fusogenic combination was identified, namely Sec22 together with the plasma membrane t-SNARE, testifying to the high level of specificity encoded within the SNARE complex. Sec22 shows a Golgi localisation and operates as a t-SNARE light chain in combination with Sed5 and Bos1 (see below) to receive ER-derived vesicles. It may be that, within the cell, this interaction is sufficient to suppress its potential v-SNARE function.
The experiments described so far built a three-component t-SNARE on one vesicle population to interact with a unitary v-SNARE on another. It is known that the fourhelix bundle can also be formed in solution from soluble cytoplasmic domains of SNARE proteins. This poses the question as to whether the distribution of the component SNAREs between vesicles can be varied, or alternatively if there are topological constraints on SNARE interactions when confined to membranes that are not imposed in solution?
In an accompanying paper, Parlati et al. [3] focused on the yeast SNAREs required for ER-derived vesicle fusion with the Golgi, in the process revealing a further layer of specificity. Liposomes bearing Bet1 the v-SNARE fuse with liposomes bearing the t-SNARE complex Sed5-Bos1-Sec22. The authors varied the distribution of each of these four proteins between donor and acceptor vesicles. Six sets of liposomes were prepared, each bearing two of the four SNAREs, and combined in a systematic manner to give 30 [7] ). v-SNAREs and syntaxins are always transmembrane proteins. This allows effective coupling of the bending moments that result from helix-bundle formation to perturbation of each bilayer by the membrane anchor (arrows). Parlati et al. [3] found that the original combination of Bet1 liposomes with Sed5-Bos1-Sec22 is uniquely fusogenic. Thus, the distribution of cognate SNAREs between partner membranes determines fusion specificity. This is important, because the cellular distribution of SNARE proteins is not static. Bos1, Sec22 and Bet1 are all present on the ER and in fact are enriched on ER-derived vesicles [12] . The implication from this work is that Bos1 and Sec22 are merely passengers until they reach the Golgi, where together with Sed5 they can then provide the welcoming party for the next incoming vesicle.
The inactivity of the majority of SNARE combinations may be due to either a failure to form SNARE complexes or an inability to couple complex formation to the bilayer deformation that is thought to be necessary for fusion. This has only been addressed in a cursory manner so far, but available evidence points to the key factor being a lack of complex formation, which makes more physiological sense [4] . As many of these 'forbidden' complexes form quite readily in solution [13, 14] , it implies that significant conformational restraints are imposed by membrane anchoring of SNARE proteins.
In a cell, of course, there are myriad other factors regulating fusion, amongst which number are the Rab proteins and associated 'tether' molecules (reviewed in [15] ). Membrane tension may also be an important determinant of fusion kinetics. But there can be no doubt that Rothman and colleagues have isolated the core of the fusion apparatus in their liposome assay. In this current series of landmark papers [2] [3] [4] they have now provided a comprehensive vision of the structure and a partial translation of the code that ensures the fidelity of intracellular membrane fusion events.
